June 10. 2008

To Whom It May Concern,

As a mom of a three year old boy, I highly recommend Kiddy Tyme as one of the
best Day Cares and Learning Centers operating in Montebello and its surroundings. My
son has been enrolled in the Learning Center Program for a year and I am really pleased
for everything he has learned. Since the first day Ms. Marie, school director, gave us a
welcoming and friendly reception explaining about the learning center policies,
curriculum, and staff preparation.
Even though the school (or learning center) has established written regulations for
almost everything, from operating hours to how to handle emergencies, it is also flexible
for working parents in many aspects; for instance, we are allow to drop off and pick up
our child at different times according to our daily work schedule. Kiddy Tyme also has a
strict sick-child policy. It means they will let you know when your child has to stay home,
and for how long, if sick. It helps to cut down on illnesses and viruses. They do not
provide any medicine unless prescribed by your child's doctor. But the most important
and admirable thing, that maybe is not in the policy, is if your child gets sick or has an
accident at school, Ms. Marie or any other teacher will take care of himlher in a very
professional way and with the same love as a mom would provide, while waiting for the
parents to pick up the child.
As part of the curriculum the school has daily schedules that include plenty of
time for physical activity and socialization, quiet time (including regular reading sessions
in the Village), group programs, crafts, individual activities, meals, snacks, and free time.
Kiddy

Tyme

provides

a well-thought-out

curriculum

that stimulates

our child's

development and makes daily life more fun. Teachers in all classrooms are helping
children learn things like letters and numbers in an everyday context (counting toys,
cutting out pictures of things that start with the different letters of the alphabet, etc.).
Event though teachers recognize my son and other children learning efforts with positive
praise, they don't evaluate them based on how many numbers and letters they are learning.

